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Reductions in
loans ·, grants
may limit aid

Proposal
may alter
h·ealth fee
by Keith Kyker

by Debbie Alexander

Future lfatt

Future lfatf

Substantial financial aid cutbacks recommended by
.the federal Office of Management and Budget will
force many·students planning to attend UCF next fall
to find new and other means of support.
''There definitely will ·be less money in the overall
student aid fund for the 1982-83 academic year,'' said
Donald M. Baldwin, UCF financial aid director.
The proposals included in the OMB budget plan for
fiscal 1983 primarily affect the Guaranteed Student
Loan program and the Pell Grant (formerly Basic ·
Education Opportunity Grant) program, Baldwin said.
Of the $15 million awarded by the university for student assistance this year, $8 million was provided
through GSL's,$3 million through Pell _Grants, and
$500,000 through the College Work-Study Program.
A GSL is a low interest (7 or 9 percent) loan made to
students by lenders such as savings and loan associa·
tions, banks or credit :unio~s.
The federal government guarantees the lender repayment in case of death or default, Baldwin said. Also,
the government pays the interest (9 percent plus) to
the lender until the.." repayment period begins (usually
nine months after a student graduates or when he
ceases to attend at least half-time), at which time it
pays the difference .between the nine percent interest
paid by the student and prevailing market rates.
''There is talk of doing away with the federal interest
subsidies, which would almost kill the program,"
Baldwin said,.-The OMB recommended that instead of
making interest payments to lenders for the entire
repayment period (which could extend up to 10 years),
they be discontinued two years after graduation. This
would enable banks to charge students market rates to
.make up the difference.
The budget plan also recommended that graduate
and professional students be barred from borrowing
under the GSL program. According to UCF-' s financial
aid office, the GSL funds ar~ based on need as of Oct.
l, 1981. Students should expect an eight to 10-week
processing period.
Last fall's extensive media coverage of the impending budget cuts and reduction in GSL availability
resulted in a record number of student applications,
Baldwiii sai~. While the government appropriated over
$1. 7 billion for this program, over $3 billion: will be required to meet this year's loans, he said. "Since the
GSL is an ·entitlement program, guaranteed by the
government, all applications and commitm~nts must
,· be'honored," Baldwin added.
Although applicants will receive their GSL's,. other
students may suffer because the higher education
financial aid fund ''is only so big of a pot,'' Baldwin explained. "If we have to make up the $1.4 billion gap in
Cuts, ,page 9

Hats ·on!
Sigma
Chi
fraternity
members donned
hats during· Derby Week to raise
money for the
American Cancer
Society. A dance,
open to t he
public, will be
held tonight at
the Winter Park
Civic Center.

A tall order
Cables provide a way up UCF's water tower for
workers who must clean the structure.
Next task-paint the monster!

A bill which would have allowed a
wide variety of students to refuse
paying the university health fee, has
been amended to allow that option
to a smaller number of .students.
Senate Concurrent Resolution (SR
969) originally would have given a
large variety of students the opportunity·to refuse payment of the student health fee. Students who took
less than six semester hours or who
attended any classes · offered at
branch campuses coula have been
exempt from the fee ($18 at UCF). It
also stated that any student who
could provide proof of an alternative
health care plan, such as personal
health insurance, could be exempt.
The Florida Senate Education
Committee recently amended SR
9()9, - which some university administrators said could have caused
severe administrative and financial
problems for university health
centers.
·
The amendments make the health
fee voluntary for students who take
less than six houts--unless . their
university offers comprehen~ive
24-hour health services and is more
than five miles from the nearest
Bill, page 6

Facutty may alter UCF grade scale,
require exams for TSO credit
by Kim

llaw~ey

•

Future lfatf

Mandatory examinations for Time
Shortened Degree students and an expanded grading scale may go.into effect if UCF's
administration ·approves two resolutions
that received overwhelming Faculty Senate
support in January.

blem approving of an expanded grading
sCale that doesn't include minus grades."

If the fully expanded grading scale is approved, Ellis· said teachers would have the
option of using either scale for the~ own
records, but would. have to use t~e fully expanded grading scale for student
transcripts.
Another resolution recommends that
One resolution originally recommended a
"academic credits should be granted to
fully expanded scale of plus and minus Time Shortened Degree students only on the
grades, but was amended to include only basis of satisfactory performance of a·creditplus grades.
by-examination procedure."
Currently, the exam is one of four proThe resolutions would still allow faculty
cedures
used to award umversity credit and
members to select which grades or scales
is
not
mandatory.
The resolution further
they would utilize in their courses.
states
that
''in
some
instances, university
''A fully expanded grading scale would .
cred,it
appears
to
have
been award:ed
better define for students their actual grade.
without
satisfactory
completion
of an apIts more reflective," said Dr . . Ida Cook,
propriate
examination."
.
president of the- Faculty Senate. Dr. Leslie
Although ·the resolution contends that a
Ellis of Academic Affairs concurred: ''It
mandatory
credit-by-examination would
will , give a more accur.ate evaluation of
"insure
.
the
quality
of the educational exGPA's."
perience of the TSD student," Ellis
Both Ellis and ·President Trevor Colbourn disagrees.
said they favor a fully expanded grade scale
"The TSD program is . essentially probut are afraid that any expansion will viding TSD students with a college educaadversely affect students transferring from
tion," he said. "I don't want a hard and fast.
schools with different grading scales.
rule of ·niandato.r y credit-by-examination.
Ellis also noted that adding ~ 'just plus · Ther.e are exceptions to.the rule.".
grades may result in gradl: inflation."
None tbt fess, Colboum said the administraColbourn said, "I hope that they 'II recon·
t io:q. is likd y to approve the TSD resolution
sider the amendment. I have a real pro- ~ oo n.
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---~------AT A GlANCE.

Azeem Hairstyling ·

..

The Scientific Approach to a Total Look
for Men and Women .. .Includes Hair Analysis
WE ARE HERE

OPE~

Events------------

9-5 Tues. -Sat.
Thurs. eve.
by appt. only

7213 Curry Ford Rd.
Orlando

273-1313

@RED-l<EN

P.!!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

ENGINEERING
PROGRAMMING
All Disciplines
(A.erospace/Commercial Electronics)

FLORIDA ·SOUTHEAST
Immediate Needs .
Hu.ndreds of Florida
Engineering Positions Available
Send resume in conf id~nce to:

L.A. HOFFMANN
& ASSOCIATES, INC.
Engineering Recruiters
7.08 East Colonial. Drive
Orlando, Florlda 32803.
1·305·841 ·2780
Serving ~llenta Nationwide

Add experience
to your degree.
You've changed a lot of opinions since you entered
college. You know a degree may be the door-opener for ~ .
future career. But, you know a degree is no guarantee.
Today's job market demands more than a degree.
Corporations look -more for "take charge" attitudes in
their new executives.
So get a head start on your peers. They'll be competing with you for th~ best jobs later on.
Army ROTC provides a head start in leadership
and management experience. W~th Army ROTC, you
don't just read about it. You do it.
·
.It's not too late to take charge. You can accomplish four y~s' work in two years.
To add experience to your degree_contact:

Major James D. Hornaday
Dept. of Military Science·
UCF (305) 275-2430

Up With People, an international singing and dancing group of young
entertaipers', will perform on the UCF SC Green today from 11:45 to 12:30
p.m.
.
The group's 100 cast members come from all over the world and travel to
· many different countries, meeting heads of business, industry, state, the
arts arid various families:
·
·
.
In its 14-year history, Up With People has served over 6,000 students
from 45 countries.

•

•••

The Water Ski Club is sponsoring a tournament tomorrow at ~e Whippoorwill, beginning at 8 a.m. Entrance fees are $5 for club members, $8.for
nonmembers. There will be three events for men and ~omen: slalom, tnck,
.a nd jump sking.

• ••

There will be a friebee golf team tournament tomorrow, starting at 11
a.m. at the Kiosk. Registration is $1. Prizes will be awarded for the first 3
teams.

• ••

The withdrawal deadline for spring semester is
March 3. This
deadline is a change from the normal Friday deadline and also preceeds the
four-day student holiday which begins March 4.
·
·
Students who plan to process withdrawals should do so prior to March 3
in order to avoid long lines at the records office. All withdrawals must be in'
itiated by the student personally (ID Clµ'd required).
, Students no longer attending a class must formally wi,thdraw.

••• •

The Zeta XI Chapter of Sigroa Tau Delta is sponsoring an essay contest
for junior or senior English majors who will not graduate before May, 1983.
The .winner will receive a $200 scholarship for the 1982-83 school year.
All entries must be submitted by March 3 at HFA Room 421 by 4 p.m.
For more information, call Paul McCaskill or Vicki Brain at the English·
dP-partment, X-2212.

• ••

Seniors in the College of Health will have the opportunity to interview
with recruiters from throughout the country on March 3, at the
Cooperativei Education and Placem~nt Office during Health-Related
Career Day. For more information, call Flora Ann Pinder at X-2361.

1

•••
• ••
The orientation team is accepting applications-for the 1982-'83 0-team.

The UCF Library will maintain its regular schedule during the spring
holidays, March 4-9.
Interested students should sign up at Student Organizations, SC Room
198, before March 11.

•••

Hospice of Ce~tral Florida Inc. is having a fundraiser,' 'THE GREAT
HOSPICE GETAWAY", March 13, at 8 p.m. at the Marriot Inn. 250 Patronf! tickets will be sold for $100.00 each. The price of this ticket enables a
couple to attend the party and to have a chance to win a trip of their choice
valued at $6,000. An unlimited number of Subscriber tickets will be sold at
$40.00 per couple and $20.00 per single. These tickets lnclude attendance at
the party and a chance to win numerous door prizes.
The getaway is to help raise needed funds for Hospice of Central Florida,
Inc., whose main purpose is to aid patients who l_iave been medically
diagnosed as having an incurable illness and limited life expectancy and
their families.
·
ror further information call Jeanne Williams (305) 898-5955 or Mary
Blaha, 295-3121 or 299-7416 .

··~

Deadlines for UCF'e 25-day tour of China is March 15. The tour, which
departs May 16 and returns June 9, will visit Hong Kong and nine cities in
Mainland China. Six hours of optional course credit are available for those
who enroll in the program.
Cost of the tour is $2,995, or about $100 per day. This includes airfare
from San Francisco, all meals, guides, ground transportation and admission
fees. For full information contact Dr. Tim O'Keefe at X-2858 .

•••

Application forms for the UCF Women's Club Scholarship may be obtained from the student financial aid office, AD 120. The deadline date is
April 1. Applicants must meet the following criteria:
1. Must have a 3.0 grade point average or better in academic subjects.
2. Must demonstrate financial need by completing the UCF Institutional Financial Aid Application.
3. Must ble a non-traditional student: Such as a person returning
to school.
4. Must be a full time student.
5. Must be a single head of household,

People-- - - - -- - -- Anny ROTC ..Learn ~hat it takes to lead.
~-

Ralph C. Boston, assistant director of admissions, has been appointed
director of high school and community college relations at UCF.
The appointment, which was effective Feb. 19, was announced by Dr.
Charles N. Micarelli, dean of undergraduate studies. Boston now directs ·
and coordinates the university's recruiting efforts and acts as· the liaison
with Central Florida's high schools and community colleges.

1
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UCF alumna's pJay explores drug addiction
by Mary Denton
Future staff

When the lights were turned down
Saturday in the Student Center
Audiforium, someone shouted,
"OK, let's do it from the top,
straight through. Music!" Words of
Lynyrd Stynyrd droned through the
speakers, "If I leave here tomorrow,
would you stUJ. remember me.,,
Theil the spotlight shown center
stage and the curtains canie up on
the rehearsal- of ''Rising from
Ashes."
.
''Ashes,'' presented Thursday,
took an unconventional look at drug
addiction and featured the Phoenix
PJayers. reformed addicts who live
at Phoenix South, a drug rehabilitation center in Longwood.
The Phoenix Players are not
statistics. Neither are they the
bedraggled misfits n.iost . people
' believe former drug addicts to be.
They are positive young men and
women reaching out through the
play to help other 'people with
s~milar problems.
"We're putting across the point of
what a drug life can do,'' said Kari,
Phoenii player. '•If I can reach one
person with this play, it will be
worth all of what I've done." For the
production, Phoenix players aie
known only by their first names.
UCF alumna Anne Corson, who
works at Phoenix South, wrote and
directed the play, and· portrays the
main character, whose name she
shares. "She's frightened, confused,
lonely and doesn't know what she .
wa nts ," Cor so n s aid of the
character.
In the play, Anne admits herself
to a ·drug rehabilitation center
primarily to get her parents off her
back. But she cannot cope with the
rules, work and behavior required of
her at the center, so she runs away
and resumes her drug habit.

"The temptation is out there. It
always will be," said Larry, a
Phoenix player speaking of his own
struggles.
Resorting to prostitution to support herself and her habit, Anne is
eventually arrested and jailed. ''I
don.' t feel sorry for her," commented
Kari. "I empathize with her. I've
seen the same things. S~e takes a
couple of falls like we all do."
The court forces Anne to retuni to
the center. In time, she learns to "let
go of the barriers and let people in,"
Corson said. "She's on her way."
. . "If somebody out there says 'Hey,
I don't want to end up like that,'
then I'm happy," Mildred said:·
The play was a labor of love for.
the players and the director. Larry
designed, built and painted the
backdrops. He wants to be a com- l
mercial artist someday, Kari, who 1
hopes to go into advertising,
publicized the play.
"I'm proud of the players,'' Corson said. "I want the audience to
think the .Phoenix Players .are terrific!"
The director ~oted that many
stories discuss the physiological ·
dangers of drug addiction, but few

The play, was co-sponsored by the
address the lifestyle or the emot ional damage that drugs inflict.
UCF Student Center and Thee Door
Corson graduated from UCF last of Central Florida, Inc., a ·drug
D~ember with a psy_chology degree. rehabilitation program.

DrUg dependency seminar
The roles of education,
rehabilitation and legislation in
society will be explored during a
three-day seminar starting March
8 in Orlando that will feature expert views on the mounting national concern over the use of
drugs and.alcoholism.
The seminar is sponsored by
UCF .a nd the U.S. Navy and the
National Committee for the
Prevention of Alcoholism and

Drug Dependency.
Social scientists, educators,
mediCal professionals and others
closely allied with drug and
alcohol prevention will conduct
more than two dozen workshops.
Registration should be made. by
- calling the UCF College of Extended Studies, at x-2123, or at
the Las Palmas Inn on International Drive, Orlando, before 9 ,
a.m., March 8.

,.-

a~ ·

THE Hi\I R SHOP
Precision Style Cut $7.00
Full Service Salon

Walk-In8 Welcome ·

10509 E. Colonial Dr.

........-.....................
(Winn Dixie Center)

28.2 -1700

l JNION PARK

Daily · 9-~ . &

Thurs. til 8

... .

-

· -

-

-

•

~~

After a real thrilling fint date...
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Men and Women

15
UCF
students
take
to
L;t
~· 'senate' floor in Deland
. by Ann Christian

INC.
703· E. OAKRIDGE RD.
AT HANSEL AVE.
ORLANDO, FLORIDA

~ureatatt

851-1294

Capitol Hill
may not be in.
Deland, but the
11th annual
model senate
was called to
order yesterday at Stetson
Barton Weeks.
Jim J:feuerstein
University.
UCF's 15 student representatives rules of the U.S. Senate are
will assume roles and poll tical followed.''
The UCF delegation will compete
philosophies of current U.S.
senators to help them gain some in four categories: most influential,
understanding of governmental pro- best characterization, best commitceedings, during the four-day event. tee and best committee chairman.
.M ost of the colleges competing Jervey said, "UCF has competed in
-AUTO SALVAGE BROKERS are from the Southeast, according to d previous model senates and has
UCF model senate adviser Dr. accumulated more awards than ill
AIRPORT TOWING
USED AUTO PARJS
competing
colleges
William Jervey. There will be 60 to other
24 HOUR ROAD SERVICE
24 HOUR TOWING
70 senators represented during the combined.''
Jervey has worked with the model
MOVE ABANDONED VEHICLES sessions. Sen. Bill Bradley from
BUY JUNK CMS
New Jersey and Sen. Charles senate program since it began in
;
UCF
Mathias from Maryland will be 1972. He has worked with this
EAST HWY. so
year's team since December,
S
guests
at the convention.
EMERGENCY *275-1721
Jer.vey said Dr. Floyd Riddick, discussing what will happen and
retired parliamentarian from the familiarizing them with ~nate procedUFes.
••••••••••••••••~a••••••••· u&~M~will''m~e~red~ In one session, for example, each
of the representatives was required
to formulate speeches on
hypothetical bills.
This year's participants were
chosen by a committee of two
students and two faculty members.
Selections are based on the applicants' backgrounds, their
The Air Force has openings for young men and women
political activity on campu and
majoring in selected science and engineering fields like
Aeronautical, Aerospace, General and Electrical
grade point averages.

568-2156

1. .·•;·

ATTENTION SCIENCE
AND ENGINEERING
MAJORS!

Engineering, Mathematics, Physics and Computer
Technology.
To help prepare for o~e of these, Air Force ROTC offers two and · four-year programs of study which will
defray some of your college costs.
Aft.er completion of the AFROTC requirement, and
upon your graduation, you'll be commissioned an officer
in the Air Force. Then comes responsibility, experience in
your speciality with some of the best people and facilities .
in the woi:ld, and a mission with a puryose. You'll get excellent starting salary, medical and dental care, 30 days of
paid vacation beginning your first year, and more.
Look into the Air Force ROTC program right away.
See what's in it for you. See .how you can serve your country in return. You 'll be glad you put your major to work
on a job that really counts:

Senate, page 14
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M anagement
Pbsitions
Available

I
I

Deadline - March 31, 1982

Editor in Chief

HOTC

Gat~way t~ a great way, of life.

I

No"f Featuring • ••

TRANSATLANTIQUE
Feb. 26th and 27th

Coming •••

Eligibility: Candidates must
have a minimum of a 2.0 grade1 point average at UCF, be at
' least a second semester
freshman, and must have been
enrolled full time at the university since at least fall semester
of 1981. In additio~
candidates must have worked
for the Future for at least two
semesters, which may include
the- the winter semester Of
1982, and show their experience and/or academic
achievement in reporting,
' editing and communication
law.

*The Gary Usinger Group-tr

Business Manager

. appearing

March 12th and 13th

·1
,

_

f

Eligibility: Candidates must
have a minimum of a 2.0 gradepoint average at UCF, be at
least a second semester
freshman, and must have been
enrolled full time at t he university since at least fall semester
of 1982. Candidates must show
their experie~ce a nd /or
aca demic achievemen t in
business - management. Candidates du l vt have to be a I
member of the staff.
.JI
_ _ _ _ _ . . , . _ _ _ _ U&l _ _

.J t ....

A

,J •

_,

.,

)._ • :

-' .:
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~- ~~~[ID~ ~~~~~ ! Space case
Silence surrounds
saucer sighting
by Tom Brown
Future staff

What stands three-and-a-half feet

tall, has a round head, wide wrap·
around eyes and a mouth with very
thin lips, piercing golden-colored
eyes, arms that hang down below its
knees, and· wears a silvery suit? No
one knows for sure; but if you see
one, say hello.
The above are descriptiOIJ.S given
by people who claim to have had
close encounters with aliens.
While these witnesses remain
strong in their convictions, the U.S.
government has maintained just as
steadfastly for over 30 years that
"little green men" and their · fiery
flying discs are nothing more than
natural phenomena.
One man who was not so taken
with the government's claims is
Robert Hastings, a one-man
crusader for ~ruth in advertising, or
in this case of the government, nonadvertising.
Hastings lectured at UCF Feb. 16
and presentd a slide show on pFOs
and the government's involvement
in suppressing the facts.
· Using the Freedom of Iriformation
Act, Hastings and several UFO
research organizations have obtained newly-declassified government
documents concerning .· flying

saucer~, revealing that UFOs do exist and indicating that the U.S.
Government (i.e., CIA, FBI, Air
Force, Pe~tagon, White House) has
been engaged in a massive cover-up.
April through July 1947: Hun·
dreds of UFO sightings were
reported in every state except
. Georgia and West Virginia; the Pentagon said the sightings were: (a)
solar reflections on low-hanging
clouds; (b) small meteors that broke
up in the atmosphere; and (c) flattened hail stones.
Aug. 5, 1948: A government in·
vestigation, · code-named "Project
Sign,'' published a report titled
"Evaluation of the Situation" which
concluded that interplanetary
spaceships exist.
July 16, · 1952: The . U.S. Coast
Guard released a · photo of four
UFOs sighted hovering over the
Massachusetts installation. The
sighting was by six witnesses.
July· 28, 1952: UFOs were spotted
over Washington, D.C. The Air
Force called the sightings ·
"temperature inversions."
In 1953 the CIA took over UFO
investigations. Their report published that same year officially debunk·
eel UFOs.
Sept. 20, 19Sl: Betty and Barney
Hill, a New Hampshire couple,
reported that a UFO flew near their

car as they traveled along a rural
road late at night. They also claimed
to have experienced a 2-hour
memory loss. Coincidentally, the .
UFO was picked up on radar screens
of nearby Pease Alr Force Base at
the same time.
Nov. 9, 1965: Night sightings of
over 100 UFOs occurred over New
York city, Syracuse a~d Niagra
Falls. A Niagra power station ex·
·p erienced the largest power failure
in history. Official reports called it
"sw~mp gas. n
Aug. 26, 1966: Two UFOs . appeared on radar at Minot AFB, N.
D. witnessed by one Robert
Hastings. According to reports, the
spaceci;aft · hovered over several
missile silo~ before disappearing.
Previously classified reports,
released in· 1976, revealed a handwritten memo fro in J. , Edgar
Hoover, dated July 1947, concerning the recovery of UFO wreckage
found on a ranch in Roswell, N. M.,
complete with the remains of two
alien bodies.
Hoover wrote: ''The damn Army
carted it away before we could get

hold of it." A similar report told of
bodies being recovered from a crashed UFO in Kingman, Ariz., in 1953.
For two consecutive weeks in Nov.
1975, UFOs were sighted in Mon·
tana, Michigan and Maine over
military bomber bases and n;uclear
missile sites.
Reports by persons who claim to
have encountered aliens are strikingly similar in detail. The human be. ings say they communicated with
the aliens via mental telepathy or
broken english. They were told that
there are several alien races, known
as the Federation, who are serving
as our "protectors." The aliens are
concerned about our continuing involvement with nuclear weapons.
The majority of UFO sightings in
this country began at the same time
our nation entered the atomic age.
Is someone out there trying to tell
us something?

'Everyone said
we were crazy
but we proved

by Tom Brown
Humor

JUPITER -- A couple recently survived a frightening experience, one
which they will not soon forget.
They join a growing list of residents who claim to have spotted UFOs
and have even encountered the inhabitants of these mysterious crafts.
Authorities refused to release the c.ouple's identities or the location of
their farm, fearing that curious crowds may hamper their studies into the
matter.
"Everyone said we were crazy but we proved them wrong." said that
farmer. "Me and 'the missus were out plowing the field wher. this thing

flew right over our heads. What with the noise it was making, it liked to
make us go deaf. Well, I figured I'd seen about all I wanted to see, and
when it landed over by the fence I was ready and waiting for it.
"I always keep my gun out here with me, 'cause we been having problems with ·marmots eating the crops,'' he said. "Soon as I seen the door
open and that little critter walking down the ramp towards us, I let him
have it with both barrels. 'Twasn't nothing left but a busted up piece of
junk that used to be a spaceship. It kinda made them scientist fellers
upset, but they did manage to salvage something out _of the wreck.
"There was s0me kind of strange markings on the outside.·· the farmer
said. "It looked like som~ foreign language.. "U.S.S. Enterprise'.' We'll
g~t it figured out one of ~ese days."
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from page 1 is. a portion of student tuition
8'111-------,----.
payments that finance campus
hospital facility. Students who at-· Curtis Peterson, D-Lakeland,
tend classes exclusively on a branch wrote the original bill in response to
campus without health services can complaints by a student about the
also refuse the fee. .
forced payment to fund the state
The committee struck down the universities' health · centers. The
provision which would have made health fee is tacked onto the tuition
the charge voluntary for students .when every state university student
with other forms of health care.
registers. - UCF charges $18 per
According to Dr. Alan .Fickett, term, while no university can exceed
legislative liaison for UCF, the UCF a $25 limit.
· Health Center fulfills all the reIn contrast, the U¢versity qf
quirements of a university which Florida charges each student $23
does not have to offer its main cam· per term ~d also collects approx. pus students a voluntary health fee imately . $650,000 from the Acunder the amendments.
· tivities and Service Fee funds. ASF

organizations and activities.
Dr. Edward Stoner, director at
UCF health services, responded · to
the efforts for a voluntary health fee
fQr certain students:"If you have
something like a health center, it has
to be properly funded. If you 're going to fund that like you do in an
outside area--fee for service--then
you cannot assure your personnel
their salaries."
Besides health center funding, SR
969 could affect the way athletic

departments are funded by student
fees.
Currently, each student is charged
$4.04 per credit hour to finance the
Activities and Service Fee fund.
Then student government allocates
portions of the fund to activities and
organizations such as concerts,
clubs, speakers and athletics. At
several universities a significant
amount funds athletics--at UCF, approximately $323,000 from a total
$1. 2 million in ASF funds.
. SR · 969 would change that by
assessing students a separate
athletics f~ of $1.41 per credit hour.
Bill, page 9 .

·H onda EXpress:·
No pedals and an automatic clutch make this
Honda Express easy to
ride. Great mileage and
a low price make it easy
to afford . Small enough
to store or park almost
anywhere. Best of all,
it's just plain fun to
ride .

For campus
or commuting

Ho.-.da of Orlando
1802 Edgewater Drive
· Orlando, Fl. 32804
841-8641
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INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
During the week of March 29 thru Aprll 3 the
Association of International Students wlll be having
Its first annual International Week. Any students or
faculty members who are Interested In participating
In the organization of this program can contact the
AIS office by calling 275-2653 or drop by th·e office
In SC 152.
.
The following Is ·a schedule of the week's events:
Monday
March 29

Foreign Feature Fllm-7:30 (SCA)

Tuesday
March 30

Band ar')d ln.ternatlonal Luncheon-11 :00·1 :00 (Cafeterla)

Wednesday
March 31
"Spring is almost here. Ttme to make
plans to be in Daytona Beach for College
Expo '82, March 22-26. I'll be there, and
· if you come see me I'll autograph a fullcolor poster like this one·, just for you.
But, if you 're not able to come and
get it in person, not to worry. I'll make
sure you get yours if you just write me
at: Two Fingers Tequila Poster Offer,
P.O. Box 33006, Detroit, Michigan,
48232. There is no charge~ Please include your name and mailing address.
In the meantime, remember to
keep plenty of Two Fingers on hand."

. . Two FingerS is all ~ takes•.

.

.

Sale (baked goods,
_artlfacts)-11 :00~4:00 (SC Patio)

Thursday
Aprll 1 ·

International Night-Foreign
Groups (SCAJ

Friday
Aprll 2

Speaker, 1st Secretary of the
Nlger~an Ambassador {SCA)

Saturday
Aprll 3

Potluck Dinner (Members]

During this week there wlll be an exhibition of art
-_ and other c~ltural Items In SC 214. At 12:00 each
day there wlll be a showing of .cultural films .
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Come·
to the
cabaret
The Student Center Auditorium
will be barely recognizable toriight
under the veneer of glamor and
sophistication.
Creating a cabaret atmosphere in
the austere film-and-speech facilities
is no mean feat, but it will be accomplished with the aid of two
popular college-circuit acts and the .
liberal application of many gallons
of fermented and brewed spirits
served by hot an4 cold running
waitresses.
Have no reservations about
Hotel's credentials. This band has
toured with Atlanta Rhythm Section, Toto, and the Little River
Band. These MCA recording artists
have appeared on "PM Magazine"
and are presently cutting their third
LP.
Singer/comedian · (or is it comedian/singer?) Duncan Tuck has also
cut two albums, one of which-_according to his press release-won
the coveted Blue Light special for
the fast~st-moving album in K-Mart
last year.
·

H.is act features Gordon
Lightfoot-style balladry, flamenco
guitar and one-liners. Once he's
warmed ·up, says the press kit, he
may play for hours. One of his most
popular routines is singing a cappella while changing a broken guitar
string.
Tuck comes from Denver, by way
of the Gong Show, and makes trenchant observations about life like
"Did you ever wonder what chairs
would ·1ook like if people's knees
bent the other direction?"

in· the gallery

Above: Lincoln's death notice. Right: a Gutenberg fac~imile.

Mike Griffin /Future

The Printing History Exhibition,
presented by UCF and Litho
Graphics, runs until March 12. Drop
by the gallery in HFA 305 for a
glimpse of the printing art from
Egyptian papyrus and Chinese
woodblock up to the wonders of
modem technology. The art of
Thomas Nast (creator of Santa
Claus as we know him, and the
Republican
elephant · and
Democratic donkey), a 1611 King
James Bible, a Confederate
newspaper on wallpaper and Hitler's
"A last appeal to reason" are
featured. Famous journalistic
bloopers (Dewey Defeats Truman)
on display make you wander if
Gutenberg wasn't right when he inhaled the heady aroma of printing
ink and said, "Hey, it doefn't get
any better than thif! '• The gallery is
open 8:30 · 4:30 p.m. Weekdays.

--~----------------Cinemai----------------------~

Bogged down

Moon shot
by Larry Thompson
Future 1taff

The latest release from MGM,
"Shoot the Moon," is a melancholy
piece of cinematic boredom that
asks the question, "Can an award·
winning author find happiness with
a younger woman while his wife and
four daughters struggle to maintain
their own lives?"
Alas, the.answer is as irrelevant as
the film itself.
Albert Finney '"Tom Jones") is
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George Dunlap, whose marriage to a
brother and sister instead of man
clamoring but strong-willed wife is
and wife. Never mind that the basic
in the throes of terminal breakdown.
story has been savaged and crudely
·Finney handles the role of the errant
re-written just to get some footage
father well enough, but it is hard to by Lee Elliott
of Barbeau running in a tight, wet
develop sympathy for a guy who Entertainment Edttor
halter. It's still a lot of fun.
dumps his wife and still tries to be a
Ironically, the villain in this piece
hero to his daughters.
From out of ·the primordial is Louis Jordan-who hasn't aged apDiane Keaton attempts to portray swamp, by way of the DC comics preciab~y in thirty years--as Arcane,
the maligned wife, Faith. Not since morass, comes a slimy, hideous a cruel and wealthy man who seeks
"Looking for Mr. Goodbar" has creature with a human heart and eternal life and world domi~ation.
Keaton had such a depressing role. mind. It's Adrienne Barbeau as
Brother Holland has managed to
Unfortunately, she is not much bet- government agent Cable, · with her fall for Barbeau and isolate a natural
ter in this film. With the exception new pal, the "Swamp Thing."
chemical that explodes on contact,
Never mind ·that Barbeau's then brings life hack to dead
of her scenes with a construction
worker, who builds a swell $12,000 character was a male in the original substances. Not.. u_a d day's work.
comic, or that the Hollands (those
·
Thing, page 8
?larsh-loving
scientists) ,1.rP, _ JJOW
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Season this with a few blood· like· Our Man Flint in drag.
thirsty mercenary soldier.a, inept
-Her love interest, the Thing, looks
goveniment agen.t s . and a bad guy like a tacky wetsuit with decaying
worthy of a James Bond film and vegetable accessories, but this isn't
the result can't be all bad.
a fashion show. "Swamp Thing"
This is · cinema for fans of dear succeeds in li~ng up (o.r down) to
departed "Lost in Space." Not only your expect'1tions.
The trouble is, if this film does
is the plot simplistic and hamniy-outrageously .so--but the mu~ted well, can a Kiss film be far away?
Swamp thing and other victims of And will Howard the Duck survive
the elixer look very much like lef- Hollywood?
tover costumes from that show.
Let~s damn the film with faint
.News fiash: Hollywood is prepa~
praise and say that Barbeau has ing a Howard the Duck film. Like
never had a more perfect 1'.0le: she · the Muppet Movie, it will feature
gets to knock out a few soldiers, stop-action and animation.
speak tersely ("You mean ·recombi· Howard's creator, Steve Gerber, is
nant DNA.~') and generally carry on suing.

~----------~---------- -- ---,
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Moon--from page 1

me QUeST Of THe secReT CITY

- .

sweepslAKes

hereS a city in Eur?Pe-you could travel there free.
So unravel these nddles.' and uncover i'ts ktJ'\J
'"'.r

,_ _ __ _ _ _ _~State._ _ _~

ZiP·----.,...-

TO PLAY THE GAME:
Answer each of the riddles th~t will appear here each
week in February. Write your answer in the blanks below · .
each riddle. The letters with numbers below them correspond to the numbered spaces in the master key. As you
fill in the letters of the master key, you will be spelling the
name and tocation of a secret city in Europe. Send us
the soltJtion, and you and a friend could win-a trip there, free.
TO ENTER SWEEPSTAKES:
1. NO PURCHASE NECESSARY.
.
2. Grand Prize consists of two regular round-trip economy airfares
to the secret city,-30-day Eurail passes, American Youth Hostel
passes, two backpacks and $1000 in cash.
3. Cut out master key for use as official entry blank or use 3" x 5"
card. Print your answer along with your name and address. Mail
to Secret City Sweepstakes, P.O. Box 6018, Norwalk, CT 06852 .
4. The first 1,000 correct respondents will receive a poster as an ·
entry prize.
_
.
5. All entries must be receive<;! by 3/15/82. Enter as often as you
wish, but each entry must b'e mailed separately.
6. A random drawing of all correct entries will be held 3/22182 by
the Highland Group, an inaepend~nt judging organization whose
decision is final. ·
.
7. Sweepstakes void where prohibited, taxed or otherwise r~stricted .
8. All potential winners may be required to sign an affidavit of eli·
gibijity to verify compliance with the rules within 30 days of receipt
of same. For a list of prize winners, send self-addressed, 1;tamped
envelope to Secret City Sweepstakes c/o Highland Group, 16
,.. Knight St., Norwalk, CT 06851 .
.
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WHAT.AM l?
I work all day
and·through the dark of night,
So strong .
and yet so frail when love does leave,
When I stop,
I cause alarming fright,
I ~ell with pride
and cause a chest to .heave.

2

H

11 ·

Casting Call

IO, 6

(Aruwer to Uleek #3 Riddle: TEACHER)
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tennis court for her and the kids, Bhe
just doesn't look quite right. Her
drawn and wrinkled face resembles a
stone statue too long in the wind.
The real- star of this mundane
separation-love · affair-reconciliation
story is Dana Hill, a precocious
young actress whose acerbic observations about her father ("a
bastard"),_ his lover '( "she's too
bony' '), and life in general, give the
viewer the only entertaining
moments of the movie.
The Bo Goldman script attempts
to examine the emotional trauma of
divorce and its effects on those involved. Sure enough, there are
scenes of mom and dad arguing, dad
beating up the kid, seedy lawyers in
divorce court and the parallel sequences of each partner's "other
lover."
With the exception of some nice
landscape scenery of California's
Marin County, the rest of the film
oorders on the absurd-for example,
the ·scene of George returning home
to pick up his belongings. He arrives .
with an embarrassed sheriff's deputy; as if four · small children and an
uncaring wife are a threat to his
safety.
George urges that "we have to be
grown up." But the children are the
only ones who seern to have the
matunty to deal with the rancid
situation thrust upon them.
Maybe instead of ''Shoot the
Moon" the title should be "Shoot
the Poor Bastards.'' At least it
would have saved a lot of good film
from being wasted.

QEN EIW. F0006

Open auditions for the cabaret
production, El Grande de Coca Cola,
will be held at the UCF Student
Center Auditorium March 1 at 7:30
p.m. and March 2 from 4:00 to 6:00
p.m.
The performance will run April 13
to 17, and auditionees should come
prepared to. sing and dance. Three
men and two women are needed.
KnC'wledge of Spanish is helpful
but not necessary. For further information call the University Theatre
at 275-2861.

F~ture· February
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After staff shuffle, yearbook sales still slow
by Jim Easterling

Chandler said he was disappointed in
Donaldson's handling of yearbook matters.
"There was a real lack of communication in the
Despite an attempt ·to reorganize the yearbook photo shots," Chandler said.
bi late October, UCF yearbook sales have conDonaldson said a staff reorganization was nontinued to be poor, according ·t o . student body existent. After r~signing his position as expresident George Chandler.
ecutive adviser, ·Donaldson said his power to acLess than 300 copies of the yearbook have been complish anything was limited.
sold. Chandler cited a lack of communication of
photo session times and poor quality of last
"Eighty-five t9 ninety percent of the students
year's yearbook as the main reasons for bad sales. don't want a yearbook,"Donaldson said. "With a·
Rumors and bad publicity have hurt sales, commuter campus there isn't a want or need for a
Chandler said. Mark Donaldson, his former ex- yearbook. I would rather see the student senate
ecutive adviser, was appointed "to do what's spend their time and money on more important
necessary to got out a quality yearbook" and "to matters.''
.
get Student Government away from the yearOnly 800 students had their pictures taken, acbook,'· Chandler said.
.
cording to Chandler.
Yet yearbook editor Kathleen Johnson said the
The yearbooks are scheduled to be delivered
!"30r~anization "really didn't take nlace."
Anril 12. YP.Arhnnki:a nrrlArArl hAfnM thAt. rlAt.A Al"P.
Future ataff

$12 each; the price will go up to $16 after
delivery.
Donaldson said the yearbook will lose "at least
$5,000, probably closer to seven." He also said
only 600 books were ordered to minimize losses.
Dehriar Publishing in Charlotte, N.C.,-confirmed
.
this.
Lisa Poker-Brown, in charge of UCF's ·yearbook account, said that the most recent contract
(Jan. 5) requires payment of $11,045 for printing
s·oo books, at. 280 pages each. Final billing may be·
higher, depending on additional changes requested by the yearbook staff.
Chandler said however, that 1,000 books have
been ordered and that "this year's book is a high
quality product that will sell itself." Chandler
estimated that the yearbook will lose about
$5,000 this year, but said "In comparison to
nthP.r ~t.AtP. universities, we are doing quite well."
The University of Florida Student
Government said it hasn't had ~
yearbook for several years due to
lack of student interest. Florida
State · University lost $17,000 on
last year's book and according to
yearbook director, Mike Howard,
they will lose at least $10,000 this
·year with little ch~ce of having one
next year. Florida A& M University
lost money on their yearbook sales
last year. and is doing so poorly this
year that it looks like no book will be
printed according to the yearbook
editor. University of South Florida
only has a senior portrait book that
is compiled independently by a portrait studio.

Improve your memory..
Order this memo board now-before you forget!

B'1ll--- from'p°age6
Peterson set a new amount for the
ASF charge at zero. He explained
that he wanted to leave the final
amount of the ASF charge open to
debate by prosing it at zero.
The Senate Education Committee
debated Peterson's proposals- and
came up with the following compromise Tuesday. · It retained .the
idea of a . separate athletics fee, but
set no amount for the ASF charge. A
n~w amendment req'\lires student
governments on each campus must
hold·open hearings prior to April 1,
1982, to hear students opinions on
the amount of a new ASF payment.
SR 969 shotild be thr-0ugh the
Senate Education Committee within
a week, but it still has to be approv.ed by ~he Senate Appropriations
Committee, the full Legislature and
Gov. Bob Graham.

Cuts

SEAGRAM DISTILLEas co .. N.Y.C. AMERICAN WHISKEY-A BLEND. 80 PROOF
Seven -Up ana ' 7UP are trademarks of the Seven-Up Company C 1982
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page l

the GSL program, the number of
· people who get .. a basic grant (Pell
Grant) will probably be reduced by
.. 40 percent in the 1982-83 academic
year,'' he said. Students have
. already received_an $80 reduction in
· Pell -Grants 'this fiscal year.
The ·administration also proposed
that the Supplemental Educational
Opportunity Grant program and the
Nation& Direct Student Loan pr~
gram receive rio funding in fiscal
1983. This year, 386 UCF students
received NDSL's, and 184 students
received $91,000 in SEOG money. ·
In addition to reductions in loan
and grant programs, there are plans
to cut the College Work-Study Pr~
gram by 40 percent. ''That would
really hurt us terribly," Baldwin ex·
plained. On the bright side, he added, one of the programs that Gov.
Bob Graham is advocating is a $2
million State of Florida work-study
program. Baldwin said this 's tate
program is critically needed because
there are maµy students seeking.
part:time employment on campus.
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. ASF charge at all, and requires stu·
· dent . governments toh conduct an
open hearing on eac campus so
students can air their opinions on
what they want to be charged.
It could mean that someone--the
university president perhaps, or student government-has the authority
to implement a lesser or higher
·charge.
The amendment doesn't specify-

Senate revises election statutes for spring
by Mike Griffin
Future •tat!

The student senate revised Student Government Election Statutes
Tuesday and scheduled Spring Elections for April 6 and 7.
The revisions included the addition of a new' candidate declaration
period. Declarations Will begin at 9
a.m. on Wednesday of the tenth

~an~d~U~s~~~ul~d~·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

·•
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The Most Complete Radiator Shop
In Central Florida

{

week of the semester. Declaration of
candidacy will continue for six
school days. This means that
declaration will begin March 12, the
day students return from spring
break.
The only controversial aspect of
the revisions was the deletion of Article 604.2 B of the statutes. This
section prevented anyone from
donating money to a candidate
wiilioot ilie candidate's~moo~
sent.
.
Sen. Dave Kiser amended the revi-
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THE STUDY BARRIERS
Do you know what the barriers to study are? Wh~t ~
would it be like to study a subject and really know it
afterwards? Would you like to spend less time studying?
You can learn this vital information about study on o~ ~
very short and inexpensive study course.
.
Call the Dianetics Information Center at
·
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sions bill to keep the stipulation in,
but the amendment failed.
In other action, the senate:
•allocated $1028.30 for UCF
Women's Week.
epassed a resolution encouraging
Greek and Scholarship ·housing at
UCF.
eallocated $975 to pay the registration fees of 15 UCF Marketing Club
members who are attending the Na-

MASTER CUROE •VISA• AMERICAN EXPRESS .

275~9321

'to662 E. Coluial.Dr.

Union Park

Enjoy The c ·r eek Life
at "Olympia"

Soft
Contact Lenses
Only
$38.00 •Per Pair

Live Enterta'inment
Greek Cuisine
Belly D~ncin~ & Greek Dancing

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Full $38.00 Refunded
_ Within 40 Days
We Fit the Best-Quality Contact Lenses
Baush & Lomb, Aquaflex, Hydrocurve & Amer. Hy_dron

273- 7836

8505 E. Colonial D~ive

DR.· CHARLES HANl<INS ·365-7475
• introductory price of first pair
professional fitting fees additional
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"Pilot eens!You have to hold
onto ~em with 1wo hands:'

YOU'LL LOVE US

· MADE EASY..
The Citizens Bank of Oviedo is
located just minutes from th.e
·U.C.F. campus. we have spacious
parking, fast drive in tellers and
two CITIZENS 24 HR automated
. tellers·in Oviedo and at u.c.F. in
the new A.T.M. building. All to
make banking easy for you.
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need from a Full service Bank is
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"1 don't get no r spectf ·
I make a deposit ... this guy's making
a withdrawal-including fOY Pilot pen."
"It's almost criminal how people go for my Pilot Fineliner. Why? Its
fine point writes through carbon~. And Pilot ~harges only 79c •
for ii. People get their hands on rt and forget 1rs my
pen. I got no pen. And no respect!
People go nuts over my Pilot Razor ,
Point too. It writes with on extra
fine line. Its metal collar helps
keep the point from going
squish. For only 89c they
should buy their own pen ond show some respect for
. my property."
People

•
. [PILOT]

fine point marker pens

YO~.R

take to a Pilot ILke ils their own.
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Sports week
Conference tourney opens tonight

Knights finish with two conference wins
by Marty Fisher

conference. UCF has never finished lower
than ::Jecond in the conference standings.
In five out of the last six seasons UCF has
The more things . change around the managed to come· up with campaigns of 20
University athletic department, the more wins, and in the other were one win shy with
. a 19-7 output. Last year the Knights were
things seem to stay the same.
While the administration quarrels about 24-5.
who is more capable of running the show in
Tonight at 6:30 p.m., UCF takes on
the office, Torchy Clark's Knights remain Rollins for the third time this season in the
unbeatable on the court.
opening round of -the conference playoffs at
Last Saturday night, UCF held off a se- Florida Southern in Lakeland. At 9 p.m., top
cond half rally by Biscayne, 0-63, to deposit seed Florida. Southern plays fourth place
another win in the Sunshine State Con- Biscayne.
ference bank.
This is the first year that not all conIn that game Ronnie Thornton poured in ference teams will participate in a playoff.
15 of his 19 points-in the second half to shut With .the addition of FIT, only the t.op four
down the Bobcats rally. Perry Smith, Bi~ teams get t.o compete for the title.
cayne's 6' 10" center grabbed nine rebounds
The winner of the Sunshine State Conand scored 16 points in leading the losers. . ference title will automatically be awarded a
Calvin Lambert added 15 points.
bid t.o move on t.o the NCAA Division II
The Knights closed out the regular season regional playoffs to be held March· 4-5 fu
Monday night by thumping Florida In- Lakeland. Since the NCAA has already institute of Technology of Melbourne,81-69, in- vited host Florida Southern to post conthe UCF gym.
ference play, it will be interesting· t.o see
In perhaps his final game in front of the whether either or both UCF and Rollins also
home crowd, the Knights super-all around _ receive bids to the regionals. -Talk among
senior Willie Edison scored 21 - points in- conference coaches has expressed the
cluding nine of n ·from the free throw line. possibility that all three could be chosen.
Eddie "Sly" Rhodes added 16 points. John
The Sunshine State Conference is -by far
Gwin, the Engineer's 6' 8" center, scored a tµe toughest in Division II play in the n,game high 25 points and had 11 rebounds.
tion with three teams in the top 20. ~lorida
. Monday's win secured second place in the Southern is ranked 13th, UCF 14th, and
.
Sunshine State Conference for the Knights, Rollins 20th.
who finished the regular season posting an
·Tonight's winners will move on to .Satur-impressive 20-5 rec~rd overall, 9-3 in the day's _finals.
Future staff

Brian LaPeter/Future

Knight senior guard Jimmie Ferrell goes up for two
·
points against Biscayne.

·soccer players receive nation_al honors
.

.

by

Bry~

McLawhorn

Future staff

The soccer season may have ended
in November for the UCF women's
team, but for four team members,
the recognition is still coming in.
Three UCF players, forwards Pam
Baughman and ·Nancy Lay, and
back Linda Gancitano were ·named
to both the National Soccer Coaches
Association of America All
Americas Team and the Association
of Intercollegiate Athletics for
.Women All-Tournament Team. Also
named to the AIA W AllTournament and to the National
You th All-American Teani was
Mary V~as.
The women players are nominated
through a regional chairman. The
names are put into a national committee pool, and the committee then
selects the . members of the AllAmerica Team.

Lay said she got interested in soccer after going to her brother's
games. She asked the soccer coach
at her high school if she could be a
team manager. Soon after, she was
playing on 'the team.
''I got along pretty well,'' she said
of her relationship with the boys on
the team. "They knew I was out
there to play soccer.''
DUring the 1981 season, Lay
scored a team-high 19 goals, including one in the AIAW Nationals,
and also had the national tourney
assists. She scored four of the
team's 14 · goals during the regular
season.contest with the University
of Florida soccer club.
Sophomore Linda Ganci~no was
the only native Floridian 11amed t"o

the All-America Team. A midfielder
and front line player for the
Knights, she made her mark as a
sweeper and as a hard physical
player..
The. fourth UCF player to receive
post-season honors · is freshman
Mary Varas. A left-footed player,
she scored five goals on the season,
_including one in the national tournament against Co}Qrado College.
Some observers might find it difficult to believe that four
underclassmen could win .such
honors after only one year of collegiate play, but not soccer coach
Jim Rudy.
"Soccer players begin playing and
training at mu~h earlier age now,"
said Rudy. "Over the ne~tJive or six
·

a

years, the better players' will be
freshman and sophomore oriented.
These girls will have to work real
hard to maintain their status.''
_
Currently, there is no professi9nal
league for women soccer players to
be drafted .by or try out for once
they finish th~ir collegiate s~er
careers~ But this doesri't seem to
worry these girls at the moment. .
Baughman·, Gancitano and Lay
have been asked to play on the National Select Team, one of four
teams made up of collegiate players
and senior women's league. players.
The national team will go to Denmark where they will -train ur,der
semi-pr9 coaches from Sweden and
Denmark. Then, cthey .will play
teams from Denmark, Germany,
Norway and Sweden. Six games are
already scheduied during the three
week trip, and' the possibility exists
of three more.
With several years each left t.o
play college soccer, these four
women would prove to be qui~ an
asset to Rudy's squad. Perhaps next
season, these four will be national
champions as well as All-Americans.

Baughman, a freshman, is a ~
former high school star from Fairfax, Va. This past season, her ·f irst in
the collegiate ranks, Baughman
scored 18 goals, mcluding two of the
Women's tourney open's _tonight
team's seven in the national tournament, and had 11 assists to help
The UCF women's basketball
UCF to an 11-3 record. All three
team
will square off against the
losses came at the hands of the
University of Tampa tonight in
University of North Carolina.
the opening game of the women's
Nancy Lay, a sophomore, is a
Sunshine State Conference
former standout at Parkway North
basketball tournament to be held
High School in Missouri. Lay said
at Rollins College.
she was proud to be named to the
.The Knights · lost to Tampa
All-America team.
early in the year and then aveng"It's a great honor to be recognized that loss with an impressive
ed as an All-American Player," she
Win three weeks ago.
Mary Varas, Pam Baughinan, ·Nancy Lay and Linda Gancitano receive
said.
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Football
monies ·
awarded
by Marty Fisher
Future ttatt

For the first time 'in the short
three-year history of its football program, UCF is able to offer more than
the promise of a good education to
lure quality football players to
Orlando.
The move up from the small-time
Division III program to the scholarship bearing Division II status has
enabled coaches. Don Jonas and .
Sammy Weir to get into the competitive bidding wars involved · in
football scholarship signings.
· On Wednesday Feb. 12, at precisely 8:47" a.m. in a small office on the
campus of Groveland High School,
James Carlies became the first of- ·
ficial football scholarship signee. Oq
hand to get the signature from
Carlies, a 6'1'' 195 lb. tailbackquarterback, was Weir, UCF's
associate football coach.
Later in the day other players that
signed UCF letters of commitment
were; Lyle Shacklefort, a 6'1" 235
I.b. offensiv~ tackle from Colonial
High -School in Orlando; Roy
Copeland, a 6'1" 235 lb. offensive
·tackle from Sebring; Darryl Love,
5 '9" .170 lb running back from Sebring; Culmer James, a 5'9" 165 lb.
defensive back from Gainesville; and
Richard Brian, a 6'2" 235 lb. offensive tackle from Naples.
Weir and · assistant coach Tod
Goodyear, who do ·much of the actual recruiting of players, will be
working -with athletes that are still
uncommitted to any school for .at
least . the next month. Amoµg the
list of players the UCF staff hopes
to land are Rusty Watson, ·one of the
best offensive linemen in the state,
from Gainesville High School, and
Rick Cunningham, the power running back_ of the high school Class
A A A A . champions Vero Beach.
.· Watson, who originally was set to
sign for Florida but the Gator
coaching staff suddenly dropped his
interest at the last minute, will look
first to Georgia for scholarship
money dlld then to UCF. As of today, Watson is still undecided.
Specifically, the UCF staff is look·
ing for help to tighten up the injury ·
plagued offensive line. At the end of
last season frequent changes were
made in front line ~rsonnel in
search of the right combination.
''We are thinking in terms of the
offensive line," said Weir. "It's ap·
parent that we got ~urt last year in·
jury wise and depth wise. We're bringing in 34 offensive linemen for
the .coming year. Hopefully some
will be able to play defense.''
"We're going to have to get some
big kids and we're trying to do the
best we can. The reception we're getting is the difference between
daylight and dark from wheri we
didn't have anything to offer. It's a
lot easier to sell our program when
we can help the kids out with a little
schol~ship money.''
Along with the move up in divi- ·
sion, the 1982 Knights will face a
very ambitious -schedule, one that
has been the center of controversy
between Jonas and the administration. Of nine games already set, four
are with established Division IAA
schools, including VMI, Southeast
Louisiana and Bethune-Cookman.

How much of what you've learned ·
will you use on your first job?
CSC won't offer a training program that's beneath you. °If you've got more to offer than cream and sugar, you should talk to us. A CSC
rec~uiter will be on campus to answer your questions March 16th.
The only limitations are the ones you bring with you.

-csc

COMPUTER SCIENCES CORPORATION
Corporate Offices: 650 N. Sepulveda Blv.d., E1Segundo,CA90245
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Nine last lines for the nine clue verses,
to help you win a vacation for 2 in .

Cancun, Mexico.
1 . He will seek an alternative thrill.

1f yo.u think yo.u

~

the

.ans.wer. call the following
2. So for him, gang, a river's a moat!
toll-free number:
1-800-453-4806
3. And for our boy that hardly would do.
_4. And the sun makes them both thirsty too . Note· This number is .Q!liy 1n
service on date of this pubhcat1on
between the hours
5. It's likely your an·s wer WO'llld fail .
and 6:00 PM When you call . have
your completed rhymes with you
6. At pass-making our boy is not deft.
The operator will check to see 1f
you have collected all the clues
7. That this means is not likely endearing.
8. By some other route you've yet to see.
9. "That's for dudes. I'm not ridin' a cage!"
of~

If yuu 're stumped and need one final clue
Don 't panic, grab another BUSCH • brew
Try over and under
Around and asunder
And consider the option of through!

BUSCH®
----~eer---HEAD FOR THE MOUNTAINS

Anheuser Busc;h Inc Brewers of BUSCH Beer • St Lciu1s Missouri USA
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Knights win opener,
lose-to Bethune
by Vince Cot~oneo
Future ataff

The Knights, showing an
awesome display of offense, scored
29 runs in two games to sweep their
1982 doubleheader opener against
Valdosta State last weekend, but experienced a letdown losing 6-5· to
Bethune-Cookman Tuesday.
UCF rests at 2-1 be~ore hosting
the Seton Hall Pirates for three
games this weekend. The Knights
have their home- opener this afternoon at the UCF baseball field. A
sorority softball game is scheduled
for 1:30 and free beer will be provided for all who come out for the UCFSeton Hall matchup. Starting at
3:15, the beer is being donated by
the Coral Reef Pub located across
from campus.
Playing their first ever out of
state game, the Knights clouted ·
· eight hoine runs in the doublehead~r
to cruise past the .Blazers, 13-7 and
16-4. John Flynn and Bill Jones each
collected the wins for.UCF.
Jim Hawkins belted the first
home run of 1982 for UCF, then Sam
Nattile and Tom King followed with
· circut clouts in the first game to ice
the win.
In game two, the Knights jumped
to a 3-0 lead on round trippers by
Nattile and Wayne Gardner. Thanks
to more power hitting, including
another home run each from Nattile
and Gardner, and a grand slam from
Mark Deglomine, ·UCF held a 16-0
lead going into the final inning.
Jones received the win with relief
help from freshman hurler Bill Julio.
"That was the worst beating we
have taken since I have been here,"
said Valdosta State head coach
Softball sign up
The Intramural softbill season
will get under way March -1.
The last sign up date is Tuesday,
and you -must have an umpire at
the referee's clinic that day at 4
p.m.
Racquetball tournament
A total . of 42 players recently
participated in an Intramural rac~
quetball tournament here at UCF.
Winners were; Allison Clark in
the Women's Singles, Rod
Walston in the Men's "B"
Singles, Cole Blair and Carlos Ar- .
dadin in the Men's "B" Doubles
and Cal Leone and Ken Landry in
the Men's "A" Doubles.
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ARMY NAVY STORE

:

210 W. MICHIGAN
ORLANDO, FLA. 32806
(305) 843-4320

.

•
•*
•
•

Tommy Thomas, who has been at *
Valdosta for 15 years. ''Those guys •
really hit the ball extremely well.'' . *
*
Camouflage Shirts • Camouflage Pants
While UCF could do no wrong in *
Georgia, the Knights had their share •
Camping Equipment ·• Compasses • Clothing
of problems with the Bethune- •
Machettes • ·c ombat PoQts • Blue Jeans
Cookman Wildcats in Daytona •
Tarps • Knapsacks
Beach. Aside from Jim Hawkins, •*
who went 3-4 with two doubles and a •
home run and Roland .Rivera, who •
•
*
slapped two doubles, UCF did not * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * .......* * •
have the timely ·hitting they had
r-·----·-------·-·-·--·-----··-·-·-·-.---··-·-···-·-~
over the weekend.
The Wildcats pushed two runs
across in the eighth inning to.take a
6-5 lead going into the ninth. UCF
loaded the bases in the final inning,
but they could not muster a run and
S'1ffered their ·first defeat of t~e
season.
"We just weren't aggressive at
the plate or on the bases," said
Knight head coach Bill Moon. ''We
(FairwayShopping center)
didn't 'have our heads in the game
but we'll .be ready for . Seton Hall."
The Pirates, one of the best
baseball squads in the Northeast,
already had a weekend series with ·1 MON.-THUR._ll:OOAM-ll:OOPM
Biscayne to prepare for UCF. ~ FRI. & SAT. ll:OOAM-l:OOAM
LUNCH~ON SPECIAL
Southpaw John Flynn will ge the ~
SUNDAY l:OOPM-lO:OOPM
All You Can Eat
call for Friday's contest and Luis
Sal.ad Bar with
Mendez will combine with Bill Jones
Mini Cheese Pizza
for the · starts on Saturday's
$2.50 (12-3 p.m.)
doubleheader. The twinbill gets ~!VAILABLE
under way at 12:30.
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'Pizzeria ~ 'Ristcraqte
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CHART ·YOUR OWN COURSE
for

After commissioning,
your top-notch training will
continue at Mather Air
Force Base near Sacramento, where Air Force
navigators are trained in the
ultra-modern T-43 jet aircraft.
Following 33 weeks of intensive training, you'll be
· . awarded ·the silver wings of
an Air Force navigator. ·
From there on, the sky's the
limit.
Find
out
about
AFROTC and the navigator
program·. Chart a secure
·future for yourself.

You can't ask
better
navigator training than you
can get from the United
States Air Force. And you
can't be better prepared to
chart your own course for
the future than through Air
Force ROTC.
If your're a young person who can qualify for
navigator training, you've
got a good start. You can
also compete for a scholarship that will provide financial · assistance while you
work on your degree.

ROTC

Gateway to a great way of life .

..
Broac;iway at Showtime • 12 Noon
February 28
Little Mary Sunshine

•••

National Radio ~heatre • 8 _p.m.
Monday, March 1
.The Bacchae

••••

Rock 'n' Roll Hall of Fame • 7-9 p.m . .
February 28
Featuring Brenda Lee

•••

Feature Artist Hour • _9 p.in.
February 28
The Doors
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Se na·t e---------Two important roles will ·be filled
by Barton Weeks and Jim Feuerstein. Weeks will portray Sen. Robert
C. Byrd, the Senate minority leader,
and Feuerstein will portray Sen.
Charles H. Percy, chairman o~ the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee.
weeks said preparation for such a
program comes with "hours of
legislative research and knowing
procedure." He explained that dur·
ing the competition, "most of the
bills are assigned to us and we try to

I

frOm page

( get them passed or try to get our
party bills passed."
·
Jervey said sessions and caucuses
during the model senate are open to
the public and "begin around 8 a.m.
through midnight.''
He said it is not unusual to find
representatives politicking after 1
a.m. "YOU can rest assured that
·after four days they really start feeling like politicians. It gets in yoilr
blood,'' _he said.
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·10% OFF TO UCF STUDENTS WITH THIS AD

I

•TIRES FOR ClRS, TRUCKS, VANS At.ID MOTORCYCLES
•CASH AND CARRY WHOLESALE TO PUBLIC
•MICHELIN AND AURORA RADIALS FOR IMPORT CARS
•JETZON-GENERAL·TYGAR FOR VANS, LIGHT TRUCKS AND VW'S
•FORMULA MOTORCYCLE TIRES • LOWEST PRICES IN TOWN
•MOUNTING AND BALANCING AVAILABLE

I
I
I
I
I
I .
I

CAPERILLA DISCOUNT TIRE COMPANY

I.

615 FERGUSON DRIVE •
ORLANDO,.F~. 32805 ·
298-4703
·

I

!

I

•

I

I
I
I
I
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COMIJ.

PANHELLENIC
supports

THE UCF BASEBALL TEAM

*"***
KICK-OFF

wITH SORORITY

SOFTBALL GAME AT

1:30

P.M. TO

2":30

P.M.

FOLLOWED BY THE MEN'S BASEBALL GAME
open

EVERYONE.·ISINVITED

10 a.m. to 9:30 p.m.

678-0637

.7438 U~iversity Blvd.
University Square

2 roommates needed. 3-bdrm. 2·bath house in
Pine Hills. 3 miles from E-W Expressway. Family

t

Need a roommate? Have something to sell? For
only 50¢ a line, students, faculty, & s~aff can ad:vertise in the Marketplace & reach the campus
market. Ads must be submitted in person & paid
· for at the time of placement. Call 2,7 5-2865 or stop
by the Business Office before noon the Monday
before the ad is .to be run.

.,
Expert pr~f.. housepainting, carpentry repair,
·wallpaper. Call Bill, 277-6838.
Social Science Research Services, P.O. Box 361,
Orlando, FL 32802. Lowest prices (send $1 for
list). Licensed.

typists

help Wanted

Roommate wanted, ·liberal-minded male student to
share 2-bdrm. Haystack E. apt. Bedroom furniture Exercise? Spending money? Change of pace? Part EXPERT TYPING: 24 yrs. exp. Fuil time. Term
papers, theses, reports, resumes, e_t!. C~rrection
needed. 857-3024.
time, building cleaning. Phone 351-2045 E.O.E... of spelling, grammar, punc. and editing included.
Reasonable. Call Bea, 678-1386.
Goldenrod .. large room, light kitchen & laundry evening work. $3.35/hr. to start.
privileges, female preferred. References. 671·
Part-time draftsperson needed. Must be capable Typin"g service available. 11 ye~rs experience.
9914 after 6 PM.
of producing first-quality electrical schematics Close to UCF. Call Denise, 275-6257.
and sheet metal layouts from hand sketches.
Mature person wanted for roommat!!. House is in Hours · flexible. Call Dave, business hours 898·
FAST PROFESSIONAL TYil'ING
'College Park. Non-cigarette smoker. $225 & YJ
2841.
Guaranteed 100% accuracy. Expert correction of
utilities. No pets. 422-0683.
·
spelling, grammar, punctuation. Term papers1
Applications being accepted for mechanic capable _ thesis, dissertations, research papers, resumes,
kmmate needed to share 2-bdrm. apt. on Atafaya of wiring and assembling electrical and pneumatic
Trail Apt. 2 mi. from UCF wf 20 yr. old female & control panels for a future job opening. Call Dave, and typing. All work prepared on IBM display
writers. Full·time staff, all have college degrees
2Yz yr. old son. $145 rent, half elec. Call Jean, 9-5, business hours, 898-2841.
24-hr. turnaround avail. 671-3007.
678-6500.
College rep for local beer distributor. Pt. time
Female non-smoking seriou's student to share work, salary & commission. For details call 831· EXPERIENCED .TYPIST - FAST - ACCURATE EDITING-DAY OR EVENING-678-0241.
house with same. Quiet neighborhood, $125 & Y2 7800 & ask for Dave Moser.
utilities. 834-0494.
Rates too high? Call me! Prof. typist, 16 yrs. exACCOUNTING, ENGIN., · BUSINESS, PRE-LAW, perience at low rates. Call DAY or EVENINGS 678Grad female student wanted to share exec. home. COMP. SCI. MAJORS. Temporary & permanent .4360.
·
near UCF. $200/mo. & % util. le{lve message at positions. Will fit schedule. .Professional Tem·
425-8188 days.
porary Se~vices, 677-7473.
Expert typing .. term papers, theses, reports,
'-----------------t
resumes, etc. IBM typewriter, best rates in town.
f>t ••time homecleaners needed 10 fo 20 hr.s. per w. Teresa, 869-0684.
Must have transportation and phone. Can earn up
_
to $4 ·per hr. within 1st 3 mo. Call 671-7463 for TYPING. Prof.. styled' work. Former typesetter...
1979 Plymouth Arrow, 2·dr. hatchback, great gas details.
moderate prices... Call Suzanne, 277-4857, 282- ·
mileage, clean and sharp, a real good car. $3500. J.--------------:-------i 4857.
Ext. 2583 or 322-2207.

for sale

lost&found

Furniture sale. Queen size sofa bed, $100. Accent
chair, like· new, $30. White vinyl chrome chair,
$10. Call 678-1388.
Lost: Woman's but~on-up gray cardigan sweater in
lunchroom near Sigma Chi table. Lost around 1:00
MG Midget '79. Excelent cond. Extended warran· Pm Monday; Feb. 22. $10 reward. Melanie, 339.
ty. Consider trades. Call 886-2060 or 295-9231.
3960 .
1966 Chevy Nova, 6·cyl., air, p.s., p.b., auto. Good
car to restore, or drive as is. 365·6504 after 6PM,
Dick.

Piano lessons: Suzan~e, 277-4857, 282-4857.
Gay Community Seryices of Central Florida of·
fering legal and medical referral, counseling, hot
line with trained members &special activities. For
informaUon call 843-2750;
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
Pregnant? Need help? 841-2223
Free Pap smear and breast exam
Call for appointment-Counseling for men
BETA Center, 419 N. Magnolia, Ori.
ABORTION SERVICES, FREE PREGNANCY. TESl ~
LOW COST BIRTH CONTROL. Privacy, confidentiality guaranteed. Birth Control Center, Inc., 725
N. Magnolia Ave!lue. Available by•phene 2,4 ,hours
a day: 422-0606; or toll free 1 (8001432·8517.

ABORTION SERVICES, birth control information,
pregnancy tests and counseling. VD screening, low
cost, confidential services.
Central Florida Women's
Health Organization
609 E. Colonial Dr., Orlando
898-0921

lm:~~~~~~~~~~~~~iill

U

TYPING
appearance counts in grading! h·
perienced typist · 1 mi. from campus_· do all types
of work. Materials & minor editing included. IBM
Sel. II. Marti, 365~6874 before 7:30· AM or after
5:~0 PM or UCF X2811.

personal

Attention: Elaine Gordon (Nursing) please contact
Telescope retractor, Jason #307 Explorer 64X- Taffy as soon as possible. Thanx.
400X, WIWood case, F=800mm, D=60mm, $125.
.273-8237, Kevin.

Tessi
I just want everyone to know I love you.
Yours Forever - John

l------------------------------:----11

Guitar., Gibson Les Paul custom 1968. Ex. con.,
piM into red burst, solid body hard shell case,
must setl, $450. 365-3852.
3-bdrm. 2·bth. new double wide mobile home wt
fireplace, approx. 3 mi. from UCF. Phone 862·
Tl59 with extra module • 3 yrs. old, $40 or best 5422. $350 per mo. Leave message.
offer. Call R. Burgust, 646-5015.
Duples, 1-bdrm. I-bath, lvgt. rm., kit., AIC, all
Sofa chair, love seat, 2 end·tables, coffee table . .utilities & cablevision & HBO pd. Wash. mach. 4-5
Exe. cond. Mon •.• Thurs., 644-~3~0.
miles bike path. $240/mo. 277·6647.
fiflkkor SOOmm F8 reflex lens. Brand new. ·5425,
Nikkor 50-300mm zoom F4.5. Best offer. 27S.
2601, ask for Brian or Mike.

273-5610
UNIVERSITY.VILLAS
Furnished & Unfurnished .$235-$260 2 Pools, lennis Courts
·

On-site bus svc. to UCF & Colonial Mall

Specially clean home with 3 bedrooms for rent.
BIG family room. EXTRAS! ~395/mo. Call · 2733143.

t
~

(

rm~fencedyard~Preferq~~tneatno~smokerL ~--------~-----~---------~----~

$150 per month plus YJ utilities. Call Bob, 862·
9172 5·8 PM M·F, 12-5 PM Sat. & Sun.

r

.t

;MARKETPLACE
Female roommate (non·smoker & neat) to share
spacious 3-bdrm. 2-bth. apt. o·n 436 (oyerlooks
pool) 7 mi. from UCF. Need only bdrm. furn. 3-way
split on rent ($120 ea.) & util. Call eves, 671·
2860.

f
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Ouinion
Bill could alter funding of health center and athletlcs ·
•

Members of the Senate Education
Committee are now wrestling over
the provisions of a bill that could
drastically 'affect how student fees
fund such services as health care
and athletics.
Sen. Curtis Peterson, D-Lakeland,
introduced a rough draft of the
Senate Concurrent Resolution (SR
969) in response to student com- .
plaints about mandatory health
fees, and the amount of student fees
which fund athletics~
In its original form the bill had
some universities convinced it
would cause administrative
nightmares, perhaps eliminating
some health services which would
lose money because of SR 969 (see
story, page 1).
Peterson has explained that portions of ~he bill were arbitrary, to
get people thi~g about the use of
student fees.
Members of the committee have

responded by grappling over the
bill, redefining the use of student
fees through amendments.
So far, they deserve brownie
~ints on the changes to provisions
dealing with the mandatory health

fee. According to Dr. Al Fickett,
UCF legislative liaison, the original
version would have cost the UCF
health center . approximately
$170,000 out of a $500,000 .budget.
It. would have crippled one of the

best services for the money at UCF.
The committee has retained a promising provision that establishes a
separate athletics fee of $1.41 per
semester credit hour. The new fee
would replace the sum athletics now
receives from the Activity and Services Fee-last year at.UCF, approximately $323,000 out of a total $1.2 .
million in ASF funds.
A static, separate fee could ease
fears that the percentage of ASF going to athletics. will increase. It
would also provide athletics with a
more stable source of funds.
But the committee loses points in
alterations made to the ASF charge
itself. It needs to clarify the meaning of an amendment.
Currently, students pay $4.04 per
semester credit hour to the ASF
fund to finance student activities
such as concerts, clubs and
athletics.
The amendment provides . for no
Fee, page 10

sum, there is some question as to the vi'ability
of some of the private institutions remaining
afloat. In either case, the great influx into the
SUS might mean that Ms. Wilson, and many
others, would be out of a seat. Or was she
"~
: .:t . ttlHlolf.n:t:
asleep when they made the decision to restrict
enrollments at UCF?
As for the suggestion that by eliminating the
Editor:
subsidy, the change in tuition hikes would
The article, "Relief spelled D-I-V-0-R-C-E," have been 7.69 instead of 16 percent, I would
by Tom Brown which appeared in the the Feb. suggest that, like Ms. Wilson,. Paul D. Novack
12 edition of the Future included some incor- · pulled that one out of the air. I assume he · t
rect ~nformation concerning the Student Legal transferred the sum to the SUS and divid~~t
As time's change, so changes the list of bestsellers
Services Program.
. by some magic formula.
The program will represent students in unPerhaps Ms. Wilson is not aware that almost
in college campus bookstores.
". contested dissolution proceedings,"no.t merely every facet of financial aid has long been exTen years ago, when the Vietnam·War raged and
help or assist them. The court cost for such an tended to private universities and colleges. It . there was high interest in political and social issues,
action-if filed in Orange County and the has been recognized that it is not possible to
the "Chronicle of Higher Education" found the
respondent resides in the state of Florida-is handle all of the prospective students in just
following bestsellers on college campuses: Alvin
$71, not $83. The other legal services that are state iristitutions. From a national point of
Toffler's "Future Shock"; Charles Reich's "The
mentioned in the article with prices ranging · view it makes a lot of sense, and I suggest that
Greening of America"; Dee Brown's "Bury My
from $50 to $150 do not include the court cost from a state point of view it does as well.
Heart at Wounded Knee"; and B. F. Skinner's
Paul E. Wilson
of $71.
''Beyond Freedom and Dignity.''
The correct terminology for a judicial terThe ''Wall Street Journal,'' Feb. 3 issue, reported
that current collegians are more concerned with finmination of a marriage is dissolution, not
divorce.
ding well-paying jobs than exploring social and
I hope these ~orrections can be made.
political ills. Current bestsellers at college are "GarEditor's Note: The following letter was writfield's Bigger than Life," a volume of cartoons
ten in resP<>nse to a letter appearing in'the F.eb.
Wendi Higginbotham-Hassan 12 edition which criticized members of Gamabout a corpulent housecat. Nos. 2 and 6 on the
Attorney ma Delta Iota, or GD I. GD I is not registered
top-10 list are Rubik's Cube solution books.
The journal· quoted student Julie Steinberg, a
with the Office of Student Organizations. ·
history major at Cornell University. She said she
read such things as "Garfield at Large" and the
Editor:
Editor:
"Official Preppy Handbook,". because she had little
It has become obvious to the leaders of GD I
I'd like to react to the Future's recent article
that many students have been badly. misled
leisure time for reading. "I'd rather not start
about the Department of International Stuabout who we are. Therefore, we are writing something I couldn't put down," she said.
dent Services. I disagree with the last
paragraph in the article, quoting the so-called this rebuttal to inform the students of UCF exAn out-of-court settlement of more than $50,000
reserved position of "staff members involved actly what we stand for.
First of all, we do not meet in smoke filled,
has been reached between t.he Florida Institute of
with the office.'' It is blatantly untrue and
fallout shelters, wear only blue jeans, or pass Technology and a former coed who was abducted in .
misleading.
1978 from her dormitory room and raped.
.
I consider myself a veteran student at UCF, basketballs around for exercise. Also, we do
The agreement was reached a week befol:'e Sarah
carry
purp.le
bricks.
not
Class of '75, and I can reassure you that I have
Secondly, Gamma Delta Iota apologizes for Wilkinson Capita's lawsuit alleging lax security at
known no other person at UCF as helpful as
"vaµdalizing" our beautiful ca.mpus. But if the school was scheduled for trial.
Dr. Hoan to international students.
you noticed, there was no profanity a~d no
Delia Arancibia ~pray paint. We used shoe polish becaus~ it can
New York, N.Y. (CH)-The Barnard College Health
Service
thought.it was doing overweight students a
be washed off easily.
favor by offering them a free diet program.
Gaffima Delta Iota is an "unorganization."
Editor:
But many of the alleged "chubbies" didn't see it
Any student who is not a Greek is a GDI. Our
·The editorial in the OPINION section of the purpose is to represent all students who 1) can·
that .way.
Feb. 19 Future, by Mary Wilson, indicated not afford to be a Greek 2) have no time to be a
The Health Service mailed letters last fall to
that, as usual, the lady didn't bother to analyze Greek, and 3) think Greeks are for insecure
entering students whose pre-entrance health forms
what she said. While it sounds like such a sim- students who need the security of a group in
showaj them to be 20 percent to 30 - percent
ple solution, just stop subsidizing the private order to feel superior to independents.
overweight, inviting them to participate in a free
college students for $750, it just isn't that
diet program. Few if any students responded to the
easy. One of the things Ms. Wilson didn't sug- The facfls, there are many ·leaders at UCF
offer, and many told the student newspaper they
who do not need a group to .get involved. There
were put off b .the letters.
·gest is what we do if all the private college are plenty of good, hard ·working independents
students decide to go to the State University who are involved in sports, government, jourLetters to the Future must be delivered
System (SUS)? It may not cross her mind that nalism,· and many other organizational acprior to Monday, at 5 p.m. to be included in
the $7.SO may inean the difference between the tivities that benefit our communitv.
the upcoming issue. Letters must bear the
student attending a private institution or goGamma Delta Iota
author's signatlll'e and phone number, anding to the SUS. Further, without that modest
Name Witheld By Request
must no~ exceed 250 w~rds.

Divorce and legal aid

GDI explains itself

Dr. Hoan very heIpf ul

•••

• ••

Fund private schools
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STUDENT · GOVERNMENT
NEWS
:-S.G~ PHOTO SERVICE
NOW.AVAILABLE
AT THE.CENTRALIZED SERVICES DESK .
IN THE STUDENT CENTER
SERVICE INCLUDES:
FILM DEVELOPMENT SLIDE DEVELOPMENT PHOTO ENLARGEMENT

ce_.tralized Serviees

Don't Forget!

Student Center 203
Theatres:·

KNIG·H T
BASEBALL

--General Cinema 82.25 ·
Seminole
.
Altamonte
Parkwood ·
Fashion Square ·

.

.

---Interstate 6 82.25 ·

HOME

------Wometco 82.25 ,
Park East & West .

GAMES

.BEGIN
opponent

--Eastern Federal 82.25
Northgate4
Conway Twin
Orange Blossom 2

F-EB.

FEB.

26
27

MARCH

3:15 P.M.
12:30 P.M.
3:15 P.M.

1

SETON HALL
SETON HALL
BETHUNE
COOKMAN

Dinner ..,heatres:
OnceUponAStage ~13.00
Musicana 810~00
Theatre On Park 36.00

STUDENT GOVERNMENT' WISHES
CoACH MooN
AND ·THE
BASEBALL KNIGHTS

A

Attraetions:
Daisey's Basement
(1 Free Drink)
Circus World-Adult
Children
Busch Gardens
Fun In The Sun
East-West Expressway
(10 Tickets)

82.50
37.50
35.50
87.50 .

·3 5.00
82.00 ·

VERY SUCCESSFUL SEASON

SUPPORT
KNIGHT
BASEBALL

